CHEM 237 BJ: Organic Chemistry

Meeting Time: M 2:30pm - 3:20pm

Location: **

SLN: 12441

Instructor: Parker J Sommerville

Catalog Description:
First course for students planning to take three quarters of organic chemistry. Structure, nomenclature, reactions, and synthesis of the main types of organic compounds. No organic laboratory accompanies this course. No more than 5 credits can be counted toward graduation from the following course group: CHEM 220, CHEM 223, CHEM 237, CHEM 335. Prerequisite: a minimum grade of 1.7 in either CHEM 153, CHEM 155, or CHEM 162. Offered: AWSpS.

Status: Active

Section Type: Quiz (Tutorial)

Last updated: September 23, 2020 - 9:50pm

Source URL: https://chem.washington.edu/courses/2020/autumn/chem/237/bj